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Outline
Recent physics results
★

Observation of two excited Bc states
and measurement of the Bc(2S) mass
in pp collisions at √s = 13 TeV.
CMS-BPH-18-007.

★

Study of the B→J/ψΛp decay in
proton-proton collisions at √s = 8 TeV.
CMS-PAS-BPH-18-005

★

Angular analysis of the decay
B+→K+μ+μ- in proton-proton collisions
at √s= 8 TeV.
CMS-BPH-15-001-003

★

Measurement of properties of Bs→μ+μdecays and search for B0→μ+μ- with the
CMS experiment.
CMS-PAS-BPH-16-004

CMS is a real global collaboration

CMS status
The CMS detector
Phase-1 upgrades
started during the first
Long Shutdown and
continued during the
Run 2 end of the year
technical stops.
The Phase-1 upgrades
are nearly complete.
installation of the HCAL
Barrel readout is the last
step. CMS will complete
the installation by the
end of 2019.
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Experimental
setup: dedicated
HF triggers

Υ(1S,2S,3S)

4
Ф(1020)

Using 2017 data:
CMS-DP-2017-029

Ψ(2S)

J/Ψ
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Run 2 data taking
➔

Traditional trigger algorithms usually require
high pt particles to reduce the event rate, and
then read out the full event information.

➔

Need to reduce the event size to collect events
at a higher rate.

➔

Reconstruct at the High Level Trigger (HLT)
stage, drop RAW data and analyse using the
HLT objects.
◆

needs adequate calibration at the HLT
level and validation against full
reconstruction

B Parking in CMS
➔

Motivation: Study B anomalies. Can be used also for LLP search.

➔

Goal: Collect large (~1010 events) unbiased sample of B

➔

Idea: Triggering on muon from B (tag), to collect unbiased B on the other side (probe)

B→l+l- , B→Kl+l- …..

Reach so-far-unexplored territory
with the help of scouting, parking
and other novel techniques.

Recent Physics Results
(some kind of teasers and spoilers:
later in the coffee, we can continue the
discussion)
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Bc(2S)*

Bc(2S)

Highlighted as an Editors’ Suggestion
(as it happened last year for:
observations of Hbb and ttH)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 122 (2019) 132001

Observation of two excited Bc+ states
and measurement of the Bc+(2S) mass
in pp collisions at √s = 13 TeV
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Observation of two
excited Bc states and
measurement of the
Bc(2S) mass in pp
collisions at √s = 13 TeV
PRL 122 (2019) 132001

Excitate Bc meson
PRL 113, 212004 (2014)
They report the observation of a new
state whose mass is consistent with
predictions for the Bc(2S)
The Bc(2S) is reconstructed from the
decay Bcππ followed by Bc→J/ψπ
with a local significance of 5.4 σ

JHEP 01 (2018) 138
With 3325 ± 73 Bc events :
“No significant signal is found” in the
search for the excited states Bc(2S)
and Bc(2S)* in 8 TeV data
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Reconstruction of the Bcππ
Bc(2S)*
The Bc(2S)* decays to the Bc ground state through the emission
of two pions and a soft photon (around 55 MeV in rest frame) :
Bc(2S)* → Bc* π+ π-

35 MeV

Bc(2S)

ɣ

20 MeV

followed by Bc* → Bc ɣlost

Since the photon is not detected, we end up seeing
Bc(2S)* → Bc π+ π- plus “missing energy”
Same final state as
Bc(2S) → Bc π+ π-

π+ π-

So, we see a two-peak structure in the Bc π+ π- mass distribution,
with the Bc(2S)* peak at a mass shifted by

ɣ
ΔM = [ M(Bc*) - M(Bc) ] - [ M(Bc(2S)*) - M(Bc(2S) ]
which is predicted to be around 20 MeV.
One have to notice:

Bc*

The solid and dashed lines
indicate the emission of
photons and pion pairs, respectively
55 MeV

[ M(Bc(1S)*) - M(Bc(1S)) ] > [ M(Bc(2S)*) - M(Bc(2S) ]

Bc = 6275
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Event selection criteria
●
●
●
●
●

Bc meson momentum required to point to the PV in the xy plane
The PV is re-fitted excluding the three Bc decay tracks (two muons and one pion (π1))
π2 and π3 are tracks in that PV, e.g. they are prompt tracks, which are combined with Bc
tracks and muons satisfy high-quality requirements
When multiple Bc π π candidates are found in the same event, we only keep the one with the
highest pT value
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μ+

π1+
μ-

μ-
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-
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Reconstruction of Bc in data: 2015 + 2016 + 2017 + 2018

7629 ± 225 candidates
33.5 ± 2.5 MeV mass resolution

Fit details:
Unbinned ML; the signal is modeled using a double Gaussian with common mean and the background as a polynomial.
Additional background contributions from Bc→J/ψ K decay is modeled from the simulated sample,
while the partially reconstructed Bc→J/ψ π X decays are modeled with an ARGUS function convolved with a Gaussian.
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Event selection
kinematic requirements
pT(π1) > 3.5 GeV
Bc prob(vtx) > 0.1
pT(Bc) > 15 GeV
Bc decay length > 0.01 cm

μ+

6.2 < M(Bc) < 6.35 GeV
Bc π π prob(vtx) > 0.1
pT(π2) > 0.8, pT(π3) > 0.6 GeV
π1+

Bc+
p
14

π1

π3

μ
+

μ-

π2+
π3p

Bc(2S) → Bc π+ π-

π2

μ+

Event display of reconstructed candidate

Observation of the two-peak structure
The mass difference between the two states in the Bc π+π- mass distribution is predicted to be M(Bc(2S)) - ΔM, where
ΔM = [ M(B c*) - M(Bc)] - [ M(Bc(2S)*) - M(Bc(2S))]

→

~ 20 MeV

Mass distribution fitted with Gaussian functions for the peaks
and a 3rd order polynomial for the background.
Mass resolution agrees with MC expectations ~ 6 MeV
Bc(2S)*
Bc(2S)

Two-peak structure observed (well resolved) :
ΔM = 29.1 ± 1.5 (stat) MeV
Local significance exceeding six σ for observing two peaks
rather than one, evaluated through the ratio of likelihoods
(including syst.). Each of them above five σ
Mass of Bc(2S) measured to be:
M(Bc(2S)) = 6871.0 ± 1.2 (stat) MeV
Natural widths : (50-90 keV predicted)
measurements consistent with zero, e.g. smaller than
the resolution
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Systematic uncertainty evaluation
The systematic uncertainties come from: Bc(2S) fit modeling, J/ψ K uncertainties, partially reconstructed decays, and alignment
of the detector.
Fit modeling:
alternative functions for the signal and the backgrounds
signal peaks: changed from two Gaussians to two Breit-Wigner functions
background: changed from a polynomial to a threshold function used in previous CMS analyses
observed differences in M and ΔM are quoted as systematic uncertainties: 0.8 and 0.7 MeV respectively
J/ψ K background contamination:
difference seen when its yield is varied by 10% (PDG BFs uncertainty): the difference is negligible
Alignment of the detector:
the possible misalignment of the detector biases the measured masses, however for studies with major detector changes (2016
vs 2017), was found to be negligible
Partially-reconstructed decays:
the low-mass edge of the signal mass window was varied from 6.2 to 6.1 GeV, to increase (by 8%) this contamination;
the variations in the results are smaller than the uncorrelated stat. uncertainty: no systematic uncertainty is considered

In summary, the total systematic uncertainty is 0.8 MeV for M and 0.7 MeV for ΔM,
fully determined by the choice of the fitting model for the signal peaks
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Now LHCb has also confirmed the two peaks!
Observation of an excited Bc state
arXiv:1904.00081, Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 232001 (2019)
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CMS-PAS-BPH-18-005:

Study of the B → J/ψΛp decay in proton-proton
collisions at √s = 8 TeV.
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First example of a B meson decay into baryons
Phys.Rev.D72:051105,2005

Observed in 2005 by Belle with very low yield (17.2 ± 4.1
events)
β(B → J/ψΛp) = (11.6 +/- 2.8+1.8-2.3)x10-6
Recently, the LHCb Collaboration reported the first observation of
the baryonic Bc→J/ψppπ. 10.1103/PhysRevLett.113.152003
Motivation to study this decay is to search for new intermediate
resonances in the J/ψΛ, J/ψp and Λp systems
19
Such a study in the Λb → J/ψpK decay
resulted in the observation by the LHCb
Collaboration of new multiquark states
consistent with pentaquarks.
10.1103/PhysRevLett.115.072001,
arXiv:1904.00081 (2019)

B → J/ψΛp production

at CMS

● Using data collected at 8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.6 fb-1
● The decay B→J/ψK*(K*→Ks0π+) is chosen as the normalization channel, as it is
measured with high precision and has a similar decay topology.
The ratio of branching fractions is measured to be
( 15.07 ± 0.81 (stat) ± 0.40 (syst) ± 0.86(β) )x10-6
This measurement is the most precise to date & consistent with previous Belle measurement
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J/ψΛ, J/ψp and Λp systems
● Large signal yield allowed CMS to conduct a search for new exotic multiquark states in
the two-body systems
● The three two-body systems show incompatibility with the phase space hypothesis
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Model-independent approach: method of moments
●
●
●

First introduced by the BaBar [PRD 79 112001(2009) ] and later used by the LHCb [PRD 92,112009 (2015),
PRL 117, 082002 (2016)].
There are at least three known K* resonances that can decay to Λp. So, these broad excited kaon states can
contribute to the two-body invariant mass distributions.
In each M(Λp) bin, the cos(θK* ) distribution can be expressed as an expansion in terms of Legendre
polynomials:
cos (θK∗ ) helicity angle defined as the
angle between Λ momentum and B+
momentum in the Λp rest frame
Lmax equal to twice the spin of the highest-spin resonace can describe all the resonaces
and their interferences. From table Lmax= 2*4=8.
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Simulation reweighting Results
Simulation reweighting according to the observed angular structure in
the Λp system.
It is evident that the description of the M(J/ψΛ) and M(J/ψp) data
distributions is improved after accounting for the angular and invariant
mass structure in the Λp system in simulation.
Compatibility with data eliminating the need for new resonances!
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CMS-BPH-15-001-003

Angular analysis of the decay B+→K+μ+μ- in
proton-proton collisions at √s= 8 TeV.
Phys. Rev. D 98, 112011 (2018)
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b→sl+lThe transitions of the type b→sl+l- − is a flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC)
process, with l denoting a charged lepton. In the SM, this type of transition is
forbidden at tree level and occurs through higher-order processes via either
electroweak Z/γ penguin diagrams or a W+W− box diagram. This makes the
measurement of these rare FCNC decays more sensitive to possible physics
phenomena beyond the SM.
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B+→K+μ+μ-
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B+→K+μ+μ-

double Gaussian with common mean.
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B+→K+μ+μ-

➔

The events are fit in seven q2 bins from 1 to 22 GeV2 , yielding 2286 signal events in total.

➔

Measured AFB and FH show good agreement with SM predictions within uncertainties. No
indication of new physics
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+ -

B→μ μ
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Measurement of properties of
Bs→μ+μ- decays and search for
B0→μ+μ- with the CMS experiment.
CMS-PAS-BPH-16-004

PROPERTIES OF Bs0→μ+μ- DECAYS
❖
❖

CMS-PAS-BPH-16-004
The Bs→μ+μ- and B0→μ+μ- branching fractions: measure relative
+

+

+ −

to B →J/ψ K decays (with J/ψ → μ μ )
➢

Cancellation of many systematic uncertainties

➢

Depends on the ratio of the fragmentation functions 𝑓u/𝑓s
■

B+ → J/ψ K+ Data/MC comparisons
Invariant-mass distributions for the µµK system (2016B)

Use PDG value: 𝑓s/𝑓u = 0.252 ± 0.012 (exp) ± 0.015 (additional
uncertainty assigned for pt and energy dependence)

➢

Dataset: Run 1 (7, 8 TeV) + Run 2 (2016 13 TeV)

➢

Dimuon selection optimized to reduce fake rates

➢

Bs→J/ψɸ used in systematic studies
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Bs0→μ+μ- and B0→μ+μ- DECAYS
➔

The decay Bs0 → μ+μ− is observed with a branching fraction of

◆

ℬ(Bs0 → μ+μ−) = [2.90.70.6(exp) ± 0.2(fs /fu )] × 10−9
● Significance Bs0 → μ+μ− : 5.6 (6.5) s.d. obs (exp)

◆

No significant excess is observed for the
decay B0 → μ+μ−,
● Upper limit ℬ(B0 → μ+μ−) < 3.6 × 10−10 at 95%
confidence level
● Previous CMS result: ℬ(B0 → μ+μ−) < 1.1 × 10−9
Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 101804

◆

These results are consistent with standard model
predictions

CMS-PAS-BPH-16-004
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Bs0→μ+μ- and B0→μ+μ- DECAYS
➔

The decay Bs0 → μ+μ− is observed with a branching fraction of

◆

ℬ(Bs0 → μ+μ−) = [2.90.70.6(exp) ± 0.2(fs /fu )] × 10−9
● Significance Bs0 → μ+μ− : 5.6 (6.5) s.d. obs (exp)

◆

No significant excess is observed for the
decay B0 → μ+μ−,
● Upper limit ℬ(B0 → μ+μ−) < 3.6 × 10−10 at 95%
confidence level
● Previous CMS result: ℬ(B0 → μ+μ−) < 1.1 × 10−9
Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 101804

◆

These results are consistent with standard model
predictions

CMS-PAS-BPH-16-004
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→ 𝛍 𝛍−
◼

→

−

τ

+0.61
−

-0.44

◼
◼
◼

CMS-PAS-BPH-16-004
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Summary
Considerable LHC data sets collected in Run 2 by CMS offers future opportunities in searches for new
resonances .
For both experimentally and theoretically point of view, Heavy-flavor spectroscopy continues to be very fruitful.
Signals consistent with the Bc(2S) and Bc(2S)* states have been separately observed for the first time by
investigating the Bcππ invariant mass spectrum measured by CMS.
The analysis is based on the full Run 2 data (13 TeV), corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 143 fb-1

The ratio of branching fractions
is measured. This measurement is the most precise to date.
The study of two-body invariant mass distributions of the B→J/ψΛp decay products was performed. A model
Independent approach was used to conclude that no new resonances are needed.
Angular analysis of the decay B+→K+μ+μ- has been performed. The forward- backward asymmetry AFB of the
muon system and the contribution FH of the pseudoscalar, scalar, and tensor amplitudes to the decay width
are measured as a function of the dimuon mass squared. The results are consistent with previous
measurements, and are also compatible with standard model predictions.
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Summary
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Thank you very much!!
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◼
◼
◼

◼

◼
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Motivation fs/fu. non-universality
CDF: Phys. Rev. D77 , 072003 (2008)

PRL 115, 262001 (2015)

Phys. Rev. D 100, 031102 (2019)
PHYSICAL REVIEW D 85, 032008 (2012)

arXiv:1902.06794

LHC TIMELINE

Today
Run 2
<μ>~37

Run 2
<μ>~55

Run 4-5
<μ>~140-200
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2018 run

Exceeding the original integrated luminosity projections, 64 fb-1 has been delivered by the LHC
in 2018.
Congratulations LHC, for a great performance!
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Int. Lumi

<μ>

7 TeV

6.1 fb-1

10

8 TeV

23.3

21

13 TeV

163

37
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